Advanced Technology and Applied Science Division
Organizational Chart 2013-2014

Acting Dean Adv Tech & Appl Science
Tony Teng

Senior Admin Assistant (127)
Elle Du Bois - on leave

Senior Admin Assistant (127)
Maria Miller

Senior Admin Assistant Substitute (25 hrs)
Leslie Haugen

Senior Admin Assistant Substitute (15 hrs)
Vacant

Instructors-FT (17)

Clifford Meyer Automotive Tech. Chair
Lab Tech Auto (122) 72.5%
Mike Dale

Sr. Lab Tech Auto (130) 72.5%
Brian Yarnall

Eugene Evancoe Elec. Technology and CMT Chair
Sr. Lab Tech ET, ARCH, DR, MFG (130) 50%
Tom Smith

R. Glen Stevenson- Mechanical Drafting/CAD

Ken Lee- Horticulture

Robert Farnsworth Horticulture Chair
Lab Technician ATAS Horticulture (122)
Yvonne Alliman

Morgan Barrows Env. Studies/ Marine Sci. Chair
Lab Technician ATAS Env. Studies (122) 72.5%
John Richards

Lem Chin- Arch. Drafting

Blake Stephens Arch and Drafting/Rapid Dig. Manuf. Chair
Greenhouse Assistant (114) 50%
Tina Maldini

Vince Polizzi-Auto

Lindsay Fox Fashion/ Fashion Merch. Chair
Sr. Lab Tech Con/Fam Resources (130) 11 Mo.
Barbara Carey

Aline Herron-Inter. Design

Arlene Thomas Inter Design/Travel and Tourism Chair

Karen Taylor-Graphic Design

Lisa Inlow/Lori Hoolihan Fam. & Consum Sci. Foods & Nutrition Co-Chairs
Lab Tech Con/Fam (122) Substitute 72.5%
Kay Loper-Leddy

Diane McGroarty-Fashion

Chris Claffin Graphics Chair
Lab Tech Graphics (122)
Will Baldwin

Suzanne Hewitt- Nutrition

Mary Celeste Cosmetology Chair

Construction (Vacant)

Instructors PT-88
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